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EMBEDDINGS OF COMPACT CONVEX SETS
AND LOCALLY COMPACT CONES
JlMMIE D . LAWSON

The main result of this paper is that a compact convex set
with a basis of neighborhoods (not necessarily open) at each
point which are convex can be embedded in a locally convex
separated topological vector space. An analogous result is proved
for locally compact cones. Along the way it is shown that any
compact convex set can be embedded as a base of a locally
compact cone in a separated topological vector space, and that
the various notions of local convexity coincide in a compact
convex set.

1. Introduction. The outstanding open problem in the area
with which this paper is concerned has been whether compact convex
subsets of general linear spaces can differ from the compact convex
subspaces of locally convex spaces or some mild variant thereof. For
example, the following is a question posed by V. Klee [8]: Does every
element of a compact convex subset K of a topological vector space
possess a basis of neighborhoods whose intersection with K is convex?
The main result of this paper provides an affirmative answer for the
case that the compact convex set K possesses at each point a basis of
neighborhoods (not necessarily open) which are convex. After the
original manuscript of this paper had been written, the author learned
that J. W. Roberts had obtained the same result some five or six months
earlier, and has submitted it for publication [11]. Roberts has also
discovered an example of a compact convex set without extreme points,
hence which cannot be embedded in a locally convex space
[12]. However, the technique of proof which is employed here is quite
different. We use these results to sharpen some earlier results on
embedding of cones [9].
The main result is a mild improvement on the work of R. E.
Jamison, R. C. O'Brien, and P. D. Taylor [5]. In [5], they proved that if
a compact, convex set has a base of open convex subsets, then it is affinely
homeomorphic to a convex subset of a locally convex topological vector
space.
The results for compact convex sets have analogues for locally
compact cones; these results are also included. Indeed, the motivation
for this paper was a further study of locally compact cones, which arise in
a natural way in the theory of compact semigroups [6].
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The general problem for cones is whether the topology of every
locally compact cone C[τ] in a real vector space V - C - C can be
extended to a locally convex separated topological vector space topology
T* on V such that r* | C = r. The finite-dimensional case was disposed
of by D. R. Brown and M. Friedberg in [2]. The general problem was
first stated and studied by K. Keimel in [7]. B. Madison and I showed
that a not necessarily locally convex solution always existed in [9]. This
paper gives an affirmative answer if each point of C has a basis of convex
neighborhoods in C[τ], and one may employ the example of Roberts [12]
and the construction of §2 to show the general answer is no.
2. Embedding compact convex sets into cones. A
convex set is defined to be a convex subset of a real vector space. An
internal algebraic structure of convex sets can be defined. Such a
treatment as well as a proof of the expected theorem on affinely
embedding abstract convex sets into linear spaces may be found in [3,4].
A Hausdorff topology on a convex set X such that the mapping
(x, y, r)-» tx + (1 - t)y is continuous from X x X x [ O , l ] - ^ X i s called an
ajfine topology, and X endowed with such a topology is called a
topological convex set. Clearly, any convex subset of a linear space (i.e.,
a topological vector space) is a topological convex set.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, JR will denote the real
numbers and H the nonnegative real numbers.
A nonempty subset C of a real vector space V is a cone if (i)
x + y G C whenever JC, y G C, (ii) rx G C if rGH and x G C, (iii)
C Π - C = {0}. If C is endowed with a Hausdorff topology for which
the functions (JC, y)-*x + y from CxC into C and (r, x)-^rx from
H x C into C are continuous, then C with this topology is called a
topological cone.

A convex subset B of a cone C is an algebraic base for C if for each
nonzero element x of C, Hx intersected with B is a singleton set (i.e., B
meets each ray in a single point). An algebraic base B of a topological
cone C is a topological base (or simply a base) if B is a closed subset of C.
2.1. Λ compact topological convex set is affinely
homeomorphic to a base of a locally compact cone.
PROPOSITION

Proof. Let X be a compact convex set in some real vector space
V. Define a new vector space W = R x V, and set
C = {(ί, tv) G R x V: 0 ^ ί

and

t; G X}.

It is straightforward to show using the convexity of X that C is a cone
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and B = {1} x X is a base for C Explicitly, the addition in C can be
obtained from the convex structure of X by the formula
(*)

1

(ί, tv) + (5, sw) = (ί + 5, (t + 5) (ί(ί + s)" *; + s(f + sY'w))

provided not both t and 5 are 0. This formula may be used to verify that
the mapping from X onto B sending v to (1, υ) is an affine isomorphism.
Define a basis for a topology on C by taking sets of the form
B(U, V) where U is open in H\{0}, V is open in X, and
N(U, V) = {(ί, ft;): t E [/, u E V}.
In addition, at (0,0), define a basis of open sets Nt for ί >Ό by

It is easily verified that the collection
{N(U, V): U is open in H\{0}, V is open in X}U{N,: t >0}
is a basis for a topology ^ on C
An alternate description can be given for this topology. Let
p: H x X—> C be defined by p(t,v) = (ί, ίu), and topologize C with the
quotient topology. Call this topology Ύ. It follows easily that the
inverse image under p of any basic open set for °U is open in H x
X. Hence, the identity mapping from (X, V) to (X, °U) is
continuous. Conversely, if V is any open set in Ύ containing (t,tx),
ί/0, then ρ~\V) is an open set containing (t, x). Hence there exist
open sets A CH, B CX, such that (ί,Jc)G A x B Cp~\V). Then
ΛΓ(Λ, B)C V. Finally, let V be an open set T containing (0,0). Then
ρ~\V) is an open set containing the compact set {0}x X. Since X is
compact, there exists t > 0 such that [0,t)x X Cp~\V). Then N, C
V. Hence, <tt = r .
It follows that the cone C is locally compact since p~\t, tx) is a
singleton if ί^ 0 and ρ~\0,0) = {0} x X is compact. (If a compact set in
a locally compact Hausdorff space is shrunk to a point, then the quotient
is locally compact.)
Next, we show continuity of addition in C Continuity at the pair
((ί, tx), (5, sy)) for t^ 0, s ^ 0, follows in a straightforward fashion from
formula (*) employing continuity of the affine operation in
X. Continuity at ((0,0), (0,0)) also is easy since Nt/2 + Nt/2 C Nt.
To show continuity at ((0,0), (t, tx)) where t^ 0, let (ta, taxa) be a net
converging to (t,tx) and (sa,saya) be a net converging to (0,0). To
complete the proof, it is sufficient to show (ta + sa, taxa + saya) clusters to
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(ί, tx). By the definition of the topology on C, we have s α -»0 and
ίβ -» t\ hence, sa + ta —> f. Also from the definition of the topology on C,
the net xa converges to x. Since X is compact, the net ya clusters to
some y in X. Hence ta(sa + k ) ' 1 * * + s α (s α + ta)~ιya clusters to t(Γι)x +
0 ( r ! ) y = x. It follows from formula (*) that (ta, taxa) + (sa, saya) clusters
to (ί, tx).
Finally, it follows directly from the definition of the topology on C
that the affine isomorphism from X into C sending x into (1, x) is a
homeomorphism.
We quote now the principal result of [9].
PROPOSITION 2.2.
Let Cbe a locally compact cone. Then the vector
space V' — C' — C may be endowed with a topology for which V is a
Hausdorff topological vector space and for which the original topology on C
agrees with the relative topology from V.
COROLLARY 2.3. A compact topological convex set is afβnely
homeomorphic to a base of a locally compact cone in a topological vector
space.

A convex set is said to be finite-dimensional if the vector space which
it spans is finite-dimensional.
COROLLARY 2.4.
A finite-dimensional compact topological convex
set is affinely homeomorphic to a compact, convex subset ofEn, for some n.

Proof. Note that in the proof of Proposition 2.1 if the original space
V
is
finite-dimensional,
then
also
W=R x V
is
finitedimensional. Hence the cone C is finite-dimensional, and hence the
vector space C - C is finite-dimensional. Hence, this corollary follows
from Corollary 2.3, since a finite-dimensional vector space admits only
one topology for which it is a separated topological vector space.
We note, in closing this section, that we began by defining topological convex sets in abstract real vector spaces. We concluded by showing
that compact topological convex sets may just as well be thought of as
compact convex subsets of a Hausdorff topological vector space.

3.

Morphisms of convex sets.

We now define a category %

of topological convex sets. Objects of % are just topological convex
sets. A morphism between objects X and Y in ^ is a continuous
function / from X into Y such that if a,bEX
and 0 ^ t ^ 1, then
f(ta + (1 - t)b) = tf{a) + (1 - t)f(b).
Morphisms in « are called affine
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mappings. We define 3ίf to be the full subcategory of <# with objects all
compact topological convex sets.
A topological convex set X is said to be strongly locally convex if
every compact convex subset of X has a basis of open neighborhoods
which are convex.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If a locally compact convex set X has the property
that every compact convex set has a basis of convex neighborhoods (not
necessarily open), then X is strongly locally convex.

Proof Let K be a compact convex subset of X, and let U be an
open set containing K. We may assume that U is chosen small enough
that U* is compact without loss of generality.
By regularity and the compactness of K, there exists an open set Ux
such that K C Uλ C U* C U. By hypothesis, there exists a convex neighborhood Wλ of K such that WλCUλ.
By the same technique, pick a convex neighborhood W2 of W* such
that W% C U, and continue inductively. Hence, for each ί, W, is convex,
and WT^Cinterior (W^CW* CU. Then W=U7=ιWi is an open
convex neighborhood of K contained in U.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be a convex subset of a locally convex
topological vector space. Then X is strongly locally convex.

Proof Let K be a compact convex subset of X. Then, all (K +
U) Π X, where U varies over all convex open neighborhoods of 0, form a
base of open convex neighborhoods of K in X.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X and Y be compact convex sets and let f be
an affine mapping from X onto Y. If X is strongly locally convex, then so
is Y.

Proof Let K be a compact convex subset of Y and let U be an
open set containing K. Then, f~\K) is a compact set in X and f'\U) is
an open set containing f~ι(K).
Hence, there exists a convex neighborhood W of f~\K) such that W Cf~\U). By compactness / is a closed
mapping; hence, /(W) is a (not necessarily open) neighborhood of K, and
f(W)CU.
By Proposition 3.1, Y is strongly locally convex.
A topological convex set is said to be locally convex if every point
has a basis of open convex neighborhoods (Jamison, O'Brien, and Taylor
call this concept "strongly locally convex" [5]). Obviously, in our
terminology, a convex set is locally convex if it is strongly locally convex.
The principal result of Jamison, O'Brien, and Taylor [5] is the
following.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a locally compact topological convex set
which is locally convex. Then there is an affine homeomorphism from X
onto a convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space.

It follows from this theorem and Proposition 3.2 that for locally
compact convex sets, the notions of strong local convexity and local
convexity agree.
4. Weakly locally convex sets. This section seems more
susceptible to a running account rather than being neatly blocked off into
propositions and proofs.
A topological convex set X is said to be weakly locally convex at
p E X if p has a basis of neighborhoods (not necessarily open) in X
which are convex. The set X is said to be weakly locally convex if it is
weakly locally convex at each point.
Let C[τ] be a topological cone where r is the topology on C. Let E
be the real vector space C - C. Then it is not difficult to verify that all
sets of the form U - U where U is chosen from some base of neighborhoods of 0 in C[τ] form a basis at 0 for a Hausdorff topological vector
space topology φ* on E = C- C (see [7, 5.4]).
Now assume through the remainder of this section that C[r] is locally
compact. Then, according to Proposition 2.2, there exists a Hausdorff
topological vector space topology T* on E, which when restricted to C,
gives r. Let V be any open neighborhood of 0 in r*. Then there exists
an open set 17,0 E [/, such that U-UCV.
Then
(UΠC)-(UΠC)C
U - U C V. Hence the topology φ * is finer than the topology
r*. (They, in fact, agree if and only if E is finite-dimensional, but that is
not germane to our development.) However, a subset N of C is a
neighborhood of 0 in C[τ] if and only if it is in C[φ] (where φ is the
restriction of φ* to C). (Again, see [7, 5.4].)
If K is a compact subset of C[τ] and W is a neighborhood of 0 in
C[τ], then there exists r > 0 such that KCrW. Then
K-KC
r(W- W). Hence K - K is bounded in E[φ*]. On the other hand,
suppose A is bounded in E[φ*]. Then, if W is a compact neighborhood of 0 in C[τ], there exists t > 0 such that A Ct(W- W). Hence
the closure of A in fj[τ*] is compact. Hence a subset B is bounded in
E[φ*] if and only if there exists a compact subset K of C[τ] such that
BCK-K.
Now, assume that C[τ] is weakly locally convex at 0. Then £[φ*]
has a basis of bounded convex neighborhoods of the form W - W where
W is a precompact convex neighborhood of 0 in C[τ]. Hence E[φ *] is
normable. Furthermore, it can be shown that £[<p*] is complete and
hence a Banach space (see Theorem 5.4 of [7] and the remark afterwards).
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Now, suppose X is a compact topological convex set. By Proposition 2.1, X is affinely homeomorphic to a base of a locally compact
cone. In fact, if X were a convex subset of a vector space V, then the
cone in which X was embedded was
C = {(ί, tv) E R x V: 0 S ί

and

υ E X}.

In this cone, a base of neighborhoods of (0,0) were defined for each t > 0
by
N, = {(s,sv): OS 5 < ί } .
Since each of these sets is easily seen to be convex, C is locally convex at
0. Hence X is affinely homeomorphic to a base of a locally compact cone
which is locally convex at 0.
With this preliminary discussion we are now ready for the major
theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Let Xbe a compact topological convex space which is
weakly locally convex. Then X is strongly locally convex.

Proof By the remarks preceding the theorem, X is affinely
homeomorphic to a compact base B of a locally compact cone C[τ]
which is locally convex at 0. If E = C - C, then, by the preceding
discussion, E admits a topology φ * which is a Banach space topology and
for which φ is finer than r.
Let Ef denote the dual of £[φ*] endowed with the norm topology,
and let E" denote the dual of E' endowed with the weak-star topology
from E'. Let P be the closure of y(B) in E" (where γ is the natural
embedding of E into E"). Then, by Alaoglu's theorem, P is compact
(since B is bounded in E[φ] and hence in E" endowed with the norm
topology), convex, and strongly locally convex (since E" is locally
convex). The set P will play a role for us similar to that which the
regular Borel probability measures played in the work of Jamison,
O'Brien, and Taylor [5].
We wish now to define a continuous affine function σ from P onto
B.
Let y{x«) be a net in γ(B) converging to a point p. Since B[τ] is
compact, the net xa has at least one cluster point x in B. Suppose that y
is another one, y/x.
Pick closed convex subsets M and N of B [r] such
that in the r topology on B, x is a member of the interior of M, y is a
member of the interior of N, and M Π N = 0 (this is possible since B is
weakly locally convex; this the only point in the proof where this
hypothesis is employed). Since M and N are compact, there exists in
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E[τ*] an open neighborhood U of 0 such that (M + U)Π (ΛΓ+ (/) =
0. Since φ* is finer than r* and φ* is locally convex, there exists an
open convex neighborhood V of 0 in E[φ*] such that VCU. Then
M l V and N + V are open, disjoint convex sets in E[φ*].
As a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists an
1
fEE such that if a E M + V and 6 G N + V, then /(α) < /(fc). Since /
is open, it follows that there exists 6 > 0 such that if c E M and d EN,
then / ( c ) + c < / ( d ) .
Now, since γ(jcα) converges to p in the weak-star topology on E",
(/, γ(xα)> converges to (/, p>. But (/, γ(xa)) = (xm f) = /(*«), and since xa
is cofinally in both M and N, the net /(xα) cannot be a Cauchy net, and
hence cannot converge. This contradiction implies that in B[τ] the net
xa can have at most one cluster point, and hence must converge to a
single point x.
If γ(xβ) were another net in y(B) converging to p, then also xβ
converges to the same point x. For, if not, using the two nets y(xa) and
y(Xβ), one could construct a new net converging to p for which the
inverse image net, with respect to γ, in B[τ] clustered to more than one
point. But we have just seen this is impossible.
Hence we can define a function σ: P-+B by taking a point p in P,
any net y(xa) in y(B) converging to p, and declaring σ (p) to be the limit
of the net xa. Employing constant nets, we see σ | y(B) = y~\ Using
the uniqueness of limits and the regularity of B, it is a straightforward
argument to show that σ is continuous (see Theorem 1, §8.5, Chapter I of
[1]). Since σ = γ" 1 on a dense set and γ" 1 is a convex function, the
continuity of σ implies that it is also a convex function.
Thus, by Proposition 3.3, B, and hence X, is strongly locally convex.
4.2. In a locally compact convex set X the notions of
weakly locally convex, locally convex, and strongly locally convex
agree. Hence a locally compact convex set which is weakly locally convex
can be afβnely embedded in a locally convex topological vector space.
COROLLARY

Proof. Let X be a locally compact convex set which is weakly
locally convex. Let K be a compact convex subset of X and let U be an
open set containing K. For each x E K, pick a compact convex neighborhood of x. Finitely many of these cover, say Vu
, Vn. Then the
convex hull W of UΓ=i Vt is also compact since it is the continuous image
of the compact set Vί x
x Vn x Sn where
^xι^l

for each

ί

and

Σ
i=l

JC, =

l).
J
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Now, W as a compact convex set is also weakly locally
convex. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, W is strongly locally convex. Pick a
convex neighborhood V of K open in W and contained in U intersected
with the interior of W. Then V is also open in X.
The second half of the corollary now follows immediately from
Theorem 3.4.
4.3. Let C be a locally compact cone which is weakly
locally convex. Then C is linearly homeomorphic to a locally compact
cone in a locally convex topological vector space.
COROLLARY

Proof. By Corollary 4.2, there exists an affine homeomorphism
/: C—>E where E is a locally convex topological vector space. Let
p = /(0), and define T: E -> E by T{x) = x - p. Then T ° / is an affine
homeomorphism from C into E which carries 0 to 0. It is not difficult to
verify that such a homeomorphism is linear.
5. An alternate approach. At the end of the proof of
Corollary 4.2, it was necessary to rely on the earlier work of Jamison,
O'Brien and Taylor [5] in order to complete the proof. If one is willing
to assume their results, this provides the quickest route to the desired
solution. In this section, we sketch an alternate to the end of the proof
of Corollary 4.2 which bypasses the use of their results, is more natural to
the development of this paper, and would actually be a more efficient
route for someone starting from scratch. This section is essentially an
addendum, and the reader interested only in the main results may stop at
the end of §4.
We first need a variant version of Proposition 3.3.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X and Y be topological convex sets and let f be
an affine mapping from X onto Y which is also a quotient mapping. If X
is locally compact, σ-compact, and strongly locally convex, then Y is
locally convex.

Proof For each J C E X , pick a compact convex neighborhood Nx of
x. Since X is σ-compact, countably many, say {Nt: i G ω}, cover
X. Let Ax = Nγ. Let B2 be the convex hull of Aλ U N2. Since B2 is the
continuous image of AiXJV 2 xI, B2 is compact. Pick A 2 to be a
compact convex neighborhood of B2 (using strong local
convexity). Continuing by induction, one chooses a compact convex Am
for every m such that Nm UA m _iCA m and Am is a neighborhood of
Am-,. It follows that X = U ; = 1 Am.
Now, let y E Y, and let U be an open set containing y. Then f~\y)
ι
is a closed convex subset of X contained in the open set V = f~ (U).
By
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renumbering from some m on if necessary, we may assume

f~\y)Π

Let Pi = f~\y) Π Aλ. By strong local convexity, there exists a
compact convex neighborhood Wλ of Px such that Wx C V. Let Qx =
ι
AiΠWi. Since Qλ is compact and Y is Hausdorff, f~ (f(Q\)) is
λ
closed. Let P2 = f~ {f{Q))Γ\ A2\ Pi is compact and convex and P2C
V. Let W2 be a compact convex neighborhood of P2 such that W2CV
and let 02= W2ΠA2.
Since Λ2 is a neighborhood of Au Q2 is a
neighborhood of Qi in X.
Continuing this process inductively, we get an increasing sequence of
compact convex sets {Qn}nEw such that for each n,
(i)
Qn+i is a neighborhood of Qn,
(ii)
QΛ+iDΓ(f(Qn))nAH+u
(iii) Qn C V, and
(iv) Γ ( y ) Π Λ n C θ ,
Let O = U; = 1 Qn.
By condition (i), O is open, by condition (ii), f~ι(f(Q)) = O, by (iii),
f(Q)CU, and by (iv), f~\y)CQ.
Since / is a quotient mapping and
f~1(f(Q))= Q is open, /(Q) is open. Since each Qn is convex, Q is
convex, and hence /(O) is convex. Hence y E/(Q)C [/, as desired.
REMARK. With only a little more work, it can be shown that Y is
actually strongly locally convex. To do this, one must employ the result
that / must be a compact-covering mapping; then in the construction, it
may be assumed without loss of generality that f(Aι) contains the
compact convex set for which a basis of convex neighborhoods is
desired. However, the given version is sufficient for our purposes.
PROPOSITION 5.2. // X and Y are strongly locally convex locally
compact convex sets, then so is X x Y.

Proof. It will, a priori, be the case that X and Y are locally convex;
it follows easily from the definition of the product topology that X x Y is
locally convex. The proposition now follows from Corollary 4.2.
5.3. Let C[τ] be a locally compact weakly locally convex
cone in a real vector space V = C - C. If η: C x C —> V is defined by
η(c,d) = c-d, then V with the quotient topology r* is a Hausdorff locally
convex topological vector space such that τ*\ C = r.
THEOREM

Proof Everything but the local convexity of V is proved in
Theorem 3.2 of [9] (see also [10] for background and generalizations).
By the first part of Corollary 4.2, C[r] is strongly locally
convex. Hence, by Proposition 5.2, C x C is strongly locally
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convex. Thus, by Proposition 5.1, V is locally convex (since locally
compact cones are σ-compact [7]).
Now, if X is a compact weakly locally convex set, then, by the
discussion of §4, X is affinely homeomorphic to the base of a locally
compact cone. If one examines the definition of the topology of this
cone in §2, then it becomes evident that the cone is also weakly locally
convex. Hence, the affine embedding of X into a locally convex
separated topological vector space follows from Theorem 5.3. The
locally compact case may be obtained from the compact one as in §5 of
[5].
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